A Garden
for Meditation
A NATUR AL PR ACTICE SPACE BEHIND THE INSTITUTE

Shamar Rinpoche’s stupa is now complete; in order to make this area a new exterior place of practice, Jigme Rinpoche
plans to pursue the development of the natural site to create diverse spaces: eight stupas, a large prayer wheel, and a
circumambulation path connecting all of Dhagpo’s stupas.
This second project will be followed by the construction of eight stupas. A stupa symbolizes the different aspects of the
path toward enlightenment. In the Tibetan Buddhist tradition, there are eight specific forms that recall great moments
in the life of Buddha Shakyamuni. Emblems of peace and harmony, these edifices house wishing prayer scrolls, precious
substances, and relics of great masters.

TAKING PART IN BUILDING
THE MEDITATION GARDEN IS:
Building supports for practice that will transcend the
ages and be used by thousands of individuals.

THE PROJECT
As of today (July 10, 2018), we are currently calculating the cost to realize the
eight stupas, the prayer wheel, and the great circumambulation path.

Connecting to the possibility of enlightenment
through the presence of the Buddha and of Kunzig
Shamar Rinpoche.
Making available a pleasant and covered space for
everyone to meditate in their own way.
Participating in the diffusion of peace and harmony
through emphasizing inner observation and an
altruistic state of mind.

The Prayers Wheels

The First Two of the Eight Stupas

INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING?
You can:
Make a donation.
See other side or contact:
dkl.donateurs@dhagpo.org
Give fine jewelry or precious stones to ornament the
interior of the stupas. For all questions concerning the
filling of the stupas, don’t hesitate to contact:
stupa@dhagpo.org
Share your time and skills based on the ongoing work
(gardening, masonry, etc.). Don’t hesitate to contact:
dkl.benevolat@dhagpo.org
A Glimpse of the Eight Stupa Project

We thank you for your generosity and we look forward to welcoming you soon at Dhagpo Kagyu Ling.
The Fundraising Team

Generosity
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Eight Stupas Project,
Dhagpo Kagyu Ling,
Landrevie,
24 290 Saint Léon sur Vézère
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RECURRENT TRANSFER
 y credit card or paypal
B
on the website: www.stoupa.dhagpo.org
By bank transfer
Bank Address: Crédit Agricole Montignac
Bank account: KDC
IBAN: FR76 1240 6000 0900 1331 1250 227
Code BIC: AGRIFRPP824
Important: please note “projet huit stoupas”

ONE-TIME DONATION
I would like to make
a one-time donation of
On

/

/

In cash
By check (KDC stoupa)
By bank transfert
By bank card or paypal on the website
www.stoupa.dhagpo.org

AT YOUR DISPOSITION
For all complementary information,
don’t hesitate to contact us by e-mail:

dkl.donateurs@dhagpo.org
or telephone: 05 53 50 41 66 (in France) or (exit
code from your country) + (335) + 53 50 41 66.
Our website: www.stoupa.dhagpo.org

We thank you for your generosity and we look forward to welcoming you soon at Dhagpo Kagyu Ling.
The Fundraising Team
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